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AD 38TH ERA (1851 – 1900 AD): 38TH SIGN HYDRA “HARLOT: PAGAN PRINCESS”
STAR PROPHECY

HISTORICAL EVENTS

Hong
Hydra is a very large and long constellation. It is
below ecliptic, meaning it is an evil sign,
representing no faith in the God of the Bible.

Hong is the prototype Messianic ‘Dear Leader’ who
promises to lift up the poor masses but who delivers
only endless strife, war, and death.

Hydra stretches under Leo “Defender of Poor”,
Virgo “Seed of the Woman” and Cancer “Sorting
Pen: Faith Crisis”.

1850-64 AD Taipei Rebellion: 20 million die; Qing
Dynasty vs. Heavenly Kingdom of Peace (Messianic
Cult led by Hong: believed he was brother of Jesus)

The tight circle of five stars in the head of Hydra
is the reason the sign is portrayed as a manyheaded monster. The shape is a Pentagon: this is
a connection to Satanism: worship of the Devil.

1861-65 AD US Civil War: 1 million die pointlessly

Hydra may be seen as a twisting snake or a
hybrid bird, snake, lion or a dragon with wings.

1867 AD Canada formed from four former colonies

Hydra has two variable stars. This is a hallmark
of evil signs: being two-faced and devious.
Most of the stars are faint. The evil is hidden and
spreads like fungus in the cool, damp, darkness.
Hydra is pure occult religion: she denies the
existence of God, she grasps for power with no
conscience at all if others suffer so she gains.
Hydra works her magic to hypnotize masses of
people to believe lies and obey deluded leaders.

1863 AD 1st Socialist Party founded in Germany
1865 AD 1st International Workers Soc. in London

1878 AD Joseph Stalin is born [to be Messianic figure]
1880 AD 1st Boer War: Britain loses
1881 AD Czar Alex. I assassinated by socialist radicals
1889 AD Adolf Hitler is born [to be Messianic figure]
1894 AD Japan invades Korea
1897 AD 1st Zionist Congress in Geneva: Jews
demand “a home for Jewish people in Palestine”
1897 AD Germany demands a “place in the Sun”
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